SPECIAL ORDER NO. 563
Series of 1995

In the interest of the service and pursuant to the conduct of the Year-End Performance Assessment (YEPA) and 1996 CORPLAN, the following are hereby designated to handle the following tasks/topics specified opposite their names:

1. DA GONZALO DUQUE
   OIC WONG - Presentation of Flagship Accomplishment for 1995 of their respective offices

2. DIR. LORNA FAJARDO
   DIR. VIVECA CATALIG
   OIC HERMGENES MATEDO
   OIC VENERANDA GUERRERO
   OIC MAY DIMZON - Presentation of flagship programs/projects per Office. moderate Critique portion of the presentation

3. ATTY. VICENTE CABE - Presentation of Plans and Programs of Regional Centers/REUs

4. ATTY. ALBERTO ABALAYAN - The implication of the Implementing Rules and Regulation of RA 8042 to POEA operations.

5. MR. RICARDO CASCO - Revisitation of the POEA Mission Vision and the influence of the domestic environment to the overseas employment program

6. MS. SUSAN CABREROS - Scanning of the Global Environment

7. MS. RACHELLE ROSETE - the state of POEA's Information Technology/Management and Information System
8. MS. VANGIE QUIMPO
   POEA Human Resource Capability Base

9. MS. LOLITA ARAGON
   POEA’s 1996 Budget as approved by the Congressional Bicameral Conference Committee

10. MR. RENE LIMJUCO
    POEAs Physical Environment & Logistical Capability

For Strict Compliance

04 December 1995

FELICISIMO O. JOSON
Administrator